Jamie L. Whitten Collection
Series 27: Jamie L. Whitten’s Notes

The two boxes in this series contain handwritten notes and drafts by Jamie L. Whitten. The content consists of lists with names and contact information; drafts of correspondence, press releases and speeches; and fragments of text on public policy, legislation, and committee work. Few documents are dated themselves although several original office folder labels provide years for the content for the period 1976 to 1987. Office staff stored Whitten’s notes separately. The archives thus preserved these notes as a series and retained all files with chronological dates. The organization of undated folders reflects archival arrangement.

Box 1
Folder: Anecdotes/Quotes

Folder: Drafts of Correspondence

Folder: Extensive Handwritten Notes (1 of 3)
Folder: Extensive Handwritten Notes (2 of 3)
Folder: Extensive Handwritten Notes (3 of 3)
Folder: Lists/Names/Phone Numbers (1 of 2)
Folder: Lists/Names/Phone Numbers (2 of 2)

Box 2
Folder: Small Notebooks with Notes

Folder: Typed Notes

Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1976
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1977 (1 of 2)
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1977 (2 of 2)
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1981 (1 of 3)
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1981 (2 of 3)
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1981 (3 of 3)
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1983-1984
Folder: Whitten Desk Notes 1984-1985